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OH BEE HAVE empowering healing range

OH BEE HAVE empowering healing Allergies + nasal decongestion

Functional properties include:

1. Anti-inflammatory by inhibiting macrophage phagocytosis
2. Oxidation of thiols switching off pain
3. Supporting the cellular death regeneration system by producing

hydroxyl radicals to remove old damaged cells and supporting
natural healing processes in the body at a cellular level

4. Accelerating healing without scarring for a range of acute and chronic wounds and for skin 
health applications (dermatitis and excema conditions in animals)

5. Reduction of hay fever symptoms and control of autoimmune associated conditions

Animal examples include:

Hey Keryn Amazing ... My Kuri Omahu n I n Maximas my cat spent holidays at beach....bein a 
dog...doin wot dogs do ...sniffin etc...winds sand n beach...he contracted a very bad bug in his 
eyes....in no position to take him vet ....i sprayed ure magic potion in his eyes twice over a 
day....then next day....his eyes completely clear. .. His conjunctiveitis completely instantly 
cleared....phenominal keryn ty

The products have been used on horses and bees and to assist in healing a chicken's broken leg.
Potential applications in surgical wound healing.

The product is registered on the MEDSAFE WAND database as a medical device.



OH BEE HAVE empowering healing headaches + muscle aches + joint pains

The pain relief properties are due to the functional role of the hydroxyl radicals
in apoptosis and the pain free nature of natural cellular death processes of
turning all biological molecules within cells back into CO2 and water.

Functional properties include:

6. Oxidation of thiols switching off pain
7. Supporting the cellular death regeneration system by producing hydroxyl

radicals to remove old damaged cells and supporting natural healing
processes in the body at a cellular level

8. Accelerating healing without scarring for a range of acute and chronic wounds
9. Pain free wound healing

People examples include:

Oh Bee Have certainly helps my body, mind and spirit  to behave! I am sure I broke my little toe 
during the government lockdown and for two weeks hobbled about using arnica and other natural 
products. I remembered that I had a sample of the headache, muscle and joint spray. When I sprayed
it on my toe and foot, I felt immediate relief and could walk normally again. I highly recommend 
this product. Linda Schofield 

I have been using Oh bee have spray for the last 6 months and I have noticed a remarkable 
improvement in my movement and general wellbeing.  I have been diagnosed with arthritis in my 
back, hips and knees, and since using this product to help with pain relief, which is almost 
instantaneous, I noticed the the pain has become less and less painful over this period. 



OH BEE HAVE empowering healing vitality + well-being

The vital energy obtained from the product is associated with the atomic minerals coordinated with 
the phenolics in the product that produce isotopes when hydrogen is added to the minerals 
providing an atomic release of light within the cells which is associated with  enzymatic processes 
in the body. The additional energy obtained from breaking bonds within cells and releasing this 
energy enables regeneration in neighbouring cells. This is a normal consequence of apoptosis which
is supported by the generation of hydroxyl radicals through the photo-Fenton chemistry.

Functional properties include:

10. Breaking bonds and conversion of cellular biomolecules back into CO2

and water as part of apoptosis.
11. Supporting the cellular death regeneration system by producing

hydroxyl radicals to remove old damaged cells and supporting natural
healing processes in the body at a cellular level

12. Supporting the physics of isotope formation as part of the energy
generation within cells.

People examples include:

Product review for vitality and well being drops. I find them fabulous. I use them twice a day and 
my joints and mussels are relaxed and functional when I stand up lately I can feel my legs 
supporting me not like before they felt like jelly. I'm even starting to feel more energy in myself. I 
would highly recommend this product to any one especially to older folks Thanks for introducing 
the product to me. Regards Collin Payne

My name is Janine McKenzie-Minifie, I have a background in pharmacy and I work in the 
bodywork field. I have been using oh bee have spray topically for almost two years. I began when I 
was recovering from a major illness. I found oh bee have helped maintain my energy levels through 
my long days being a working mother with a social life. Over the time I have been using oh bee 
have I have trended in a healthy direction and I feel my emotional and physical resilience has been 
enhanced.  I am grateful to Dr Johnson for using his position at the cutting edge of quantum science 
to create and distribute products to improve our wellbeing. His approach targets all levels, physical, 
spiritual and emotional. I have gifted oh bee have  to friends and family and I have seen results. His 
products work gently and with the body, which is a welcome change. It does mean though that you 
just feel better, without accompanying side effects of a lot of herbal and pharmaceutical 
preparations. I have found only upsides to taking these quantum biology products. 20.04.2021 
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